Summary Silver nanoparticles constitute a very promising approach for the development of new antimicrobial systems. Nanoparticulate objects can bring significant improvements in the antibacterial activity of this element, through specific effect such as an adsorption at bacterial surfaces. However, the mechanism of action is essentially driven by the oxidative dissolution of the nanoparticles, as indicated by recent direct observations. The role of Ag + release in the action mechanism was also indirectly observed in numerous studies, and explains the sensitivity of the antimicrobial activity to the presence of some chemical species, notably halides and sulfides which form insoluble salts with Ag + . As such, surface properties of Ag nanoparticles have a crucial impact on their potency, as they influence both physical (aggregation, affinity for bacterial membrane, etc.) and chemical (dissolution, passivation, etc.) phenomena. Here, we review the main parameters that will affect the surface state of Ag NPs and their influence on antimicrobial efficacy. We also provide an analysis of several works on Ag NPs activity, observed through the scope of an oxidative Ag + release.
Introduction
With the emergence of pathogenic bacterial strains that possess a resistance toward one or several antibiotics, the medical world is in need of new classes of disinfection systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Silver-containing systems, and notably silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) are to these days one of the most promising system to fill this role [6] [7] [8] . Silver as a disinfectant has (empirically) been used for several millennia metallic nanoparticles), as referenced in several very complete reviews [9, 13, 14] .
Several articles have also been written to explain mechanistically the mode of action of silver nanoparticles [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, most work focused on the empirical observations of effects that lead to the eradication of the target microbes, and very little rationalization on the general antimicrobial pathways was performed. Furthermore, our knowledge in terms of surface chemistry of Ag NPs has improved since the seminal works in the field. Notably, recent works provided very strong clues that even in the case of metallic Ag 0 NPs, oxidation and ion release may play a preponderant role [20, 21] . These new discoveries call for a re-evaluation of previous works with the scope of this recently acquired knowledge.
In this review we will focus on the several physical chemistry aspects that govern the mode of action of Ag NPs, and give a comprehensive overview of how these aspects can be understood through the scope of surface chemistry. As such, while they constitute a crucial aspect of the Ag NPs mode of action, description of the biochemical aspects of the antimicrobial effect would be out of the scope of this review. Only general trends will thus be described. More information can be found in excellent reviews on the subject [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Additionally, toxicity issues for humans (systemic and at the cellular level) are topics of primary concern related to Ag NPs, but will not be developed here. We invite the reader to consult pre-existing reviews on the topic [22] [23] [24] [25] . In a first part, we will draw out the possible mechanisms that are thought to be involved in the silver antimicrobial action, and notably the role of soluble silver (+1) species as the effective agent. We will then point out several phenomena that occur around metallic Ag NPs and explain their reactivity under different conditions. Then, we will show how these aspects evaluated in laboratory conditions on models can be transposed to actual systems, be it in the environment or in contact with the target micro-organisms.
Mechanism of action
One key element in the design of a more potent antibacterial system is the understanding of its mode of action. This involves two distinctive steps that will each have an impact on its efficiency. The first one is the way the system will behave in the environment of interest, where physical or chemical modifications can occur. Among these, aggregation, dissolution, RedOx (photo-)reactions, release of adsorbed silver species, adsorption or desorption of ions, molecular species or polymers, or interaction with other nanoparticles or surfaces can all have an effect on the speciation of silver, modifying this metal availability and impacting the antibacterial effect. The second step involves the way the silver-containing species interact with the bacterial cell and lead to the cellular death. This second step is thus dependent on the first one, as the nature of the silver-cell interaction is dependent on the type of silver species that are present in solution. As it is the case for most nanomaterials, the toxicity impact of different systems is thus difficult to compare from one study to the other. This impact relies on the studied organism, but also on the synthetic parameters (ligand type, washing steps, shape, size (average and dispersion), . . .) and evaluation procedures (bacterial strain used, toxicity criterion (growth inhibition or full eradication), nature of the test to assess it, concentration, composition of the medium, presence of light or oxygen, . . .) [26] . As most modes of action are postulated from empirical observations, and due to the profusion of organisms and condition evaluated, several disinfection pathways have been described for silver nanoparticles, and the exact mode of action remains unclear to this date.
Role of Ag 0
Since the first observations of the Ag NPs antimicrobial activity, most researchers have intuitively attributed the antimicrobial activity to the presence of a Ag 0 core. When put in contact with bacteria, Ag NPs tends to accumulate at the bacterial membrane, and form aggregates. In these conditions, several authors reported the diminution of the bacterial membrane integrity, and observed its perforations leading to cellular death [12, 27, 28] . However, if the antibacterial mechanism relied on the interaction between biological components and Ag NPs surface, systems of very different sizes (from 1 nm to several hundreds of nm) [9] should not interact the same way and have the same action mechanisms. As particles of very different sizes have been seen to have antibacterial action, one can postulate that their action mechanism relies, at least partially, on a secondary specie.
Generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by the Ag NPs has also been considered a primary mode of cytotoxic action of Ag NPs [22, 29] . Several studies observed a high level of ROS in cells treated with Ag NPs [30] [31] [32] [33] . In these conditions, the cells endure a very high oxidative stress that leads to the cellular inactivation. While some authors have mentioned a catalytic role of the NPs in the formation of ROS, it has to be mentioned that these oxygen species are a natural by-product of the oxygenic respiration [34, 35] . Scavenging mechanisms exists in the cell to lower their concentration, and reduce thus the oxidative stress. As such, an augmentation of the concentration of ROS can be attributed to a higher rate of formation, or to a disruption in the scavenging pathways, as will be discussed in the next section.
Role of Ag + species
Some other mechanisms give a prevalent role to Ag + species. Some systems, such as salts [36] , zeolites [37] or ionomers [38] , contain initially silver (+1) species, and can release them by simple dissolution or ion exchange. It is not the case with metallic Ag 0 nanoparticles. In this case, Ag + -species release involves an oxidative dissolution of the Ag 0 NP, and thus the presence of an oxidizer. The monovalent silver species is then the proper antibacterial agent, while the nanoparticle acts as a reservoir. One key of the action of silver ions is that they possess a very high affinity for organic amines, phosphates and most notably thiols, with which they forms a quasi-covalent bond (Ag-S binding energy being around 65 kcal/mol) [39] . Affinity of Ag + for selenol groups is comparable [40] , but these moieties are relatively rare in the living world. Furthermore, silver can act as a bridging agent between several thiols, forming chains that could lead to the irreversible aggregation of the thiol-bearing molecules [41] . As thus, Ag (+1) species can cause the inactivation of biological systems bearing these moieties by forming irreversible adduct with them. Several molecules (DNA, peptides (membrane-bound or inside the cell) or cofactors) have been identified as the target of these ions, each of them explaining one effect that was observed while the bacteria was dying. However, unlike an antibiotic molecule that will target one specific component of the bacterial life-cycle, Ag + ions lacks this selectivity and will adsorb readily to any moiety toward which they have a high affinity. It is thus unlikely that only one specific pathway is causing the cellular death. A much more probable hypothesis would be that silver binds non-specifically to a wide variety of targets, perturbing simultaneously many aspects of the cell metabolism and leading to its death. Among all pathways enduring perturbation, some are very sensitive to low amount of silver species, and have thus been attributed to be the main cause of cellular death. This capability to disrupt a large variety of pathways may be one reason explaining the antibacterial action of silver nanoparticles against a very broad spectrum of micro-organisms.
In contrast with the opinion of a broad variety of metabolic pathways disrupted, several studies considered ROS generation as the mode of action of silver-containing effect to explain its cytotoxic (and thus antibacterial) effect [42] . ROS species are formed naturally by cells that present a respiratory activity, and contribute to the oxidative stress [35] . They can also be formed by photo-oxidation of water, in presence of a catalyst [43] . Cellular mechanisms are present in the cell to regulate the concentration of ROS and limit this stress. An increased concentration of ROS in a cell treated with Ag NPs can thus be due to an increased generation, or to a disruption of the regulation pathways. However, cytotoxic effect of silver ions has been observed in anaerobic conditions and in the dark, a situation where ROS cannot be evolved [44] . This would tend to rule out the exclusive impact of ROS to explain the antibacterial effect of Ag NPs. By comparing Ag + action in absence and presence of oxygenic respiration, Park et al. [45] showed that evolved ROS were involved in more than half of the antibacterial activity (Fig. 1A) . It has to be mentioned that in this work the chosen concentrations (0.5-1 mg/L) were relatively low, and that the proportion of bacterial death attributable to ROS decreased with the concentration (80% for 0.5 mg/ml and 43% for 1 mg/ml after 60 min of contact with Ag + ). As such, ROS action may be the principal antibacterial pathway at low concentration as it involves several components very sensitive to Ag + . Other non-ROS effect may dominate at higher concentrations. While formation of ROS catalyzed by silver centers can occur (notably under UV-illumination) [46] , ROS evolution in presence of Ag + can in most cases be explained by a disruption of the regulation pathways [31] . Due to their very high affinity for thiols and selenols, Ag + ions will (among several other actions) disrupt the ROS-regulation system, increasing their intracellular concentration. The loss of the ROS-regulation can be due to interaction of Ag + with the reductase enzymes (and notably glutathione peroxidases, which contains selenocysteine in their active site) or by scavenging intracellular glutathione, their usual cofactor [47, 48] .
As such, the increased oxidative stress in presence of silver is one aspect of the antibacterial action of this metal, but it is not the only one. Measurement of the intracellular concentration of ROS should thus be perceived as monitoring one side effect of Ag + action, that correlates but cannot be substituted with a quantification of the effective antibacterial (and cytotoxic in general) action.
Having Ag + as the actual antibacterial agent of Ag 0 NPs systems unites this category with other silver disinfectants, in which Ag + are trapped and released. In all cases, the device acts as a silver ions reservoir and the effects are similar. Modes of actions can be extrapolated from one type of system to the others, as they all share the same active species. However, the exact nature of the system is of crucial importance, as it will influence directly the ion release and the efficiency of the system. While a role of metallic silver nanoparticles cannot be excluded, there are some good hints that the oxidative dissolution mechanism is indeed the key step for nanoparticles antibacterial effect. As silver is a noble metal stable toward oxidation by water, dissolution requires another oxidizer to be achieved. In most studies, that role is filled by atmospheric O 2 that dissolves into water. The role of this gas was first described with macroscopic objects [50] and deposits [51] that exhibited antibacterial activity when prepared in oxidative conditions, but not in inert atmosphere. This effect then observed was with Ag 0 nanoparticles by Lok et al. in 2007 [20] . In this work, the authors prepared silver nanoparticles under inert atmosphere, then voluntarily oxidized their surface in a controlled manner by bubbling oxygen in the suspension. The particles and bacteria were then put in contact under inert conditions, and the bacterial growth was monitored. The native nanoparticles showed no activity, while the oxidized ones inhibited bacterial growth at concentrations above 108 g/ml. When stored for several days in non-degassed solvents, Ag NPs suspensions contains free Ag + ions due this oxidative dissolution, and were observed to have a higher activity [52] . The influence of the atmosphere under which the antibacterial activity tests were performed was then showed by Xiu et al. in 2012 [21] (Fig. 1B) . This group showed that silver nanoparticles presented a much lower antibacterial effect when tests were performed in anoxic conditions compared to oxygenic ones. The antibacterial effect was even more pronounced if the particles were aged at open air for 10 days to let the solution aerate before the tests. Alternatively, supplementation of the culture medium with AgNO 3 resulted in similar bacterial mortality, in presence or in absence of oxygen. These results tend to strongly relate the antibacterial effect of silver nanoparticles to their dissolution, and show that dissolved atmospheric oxygen was sufficient to induce high enough concentrations of Ag + to cause bacterial death. This absence of activity in anaerobic conditions has been then backed by other works (Fig. 1C) [33, 49, 53] . As tests to assess nanoparticles activity are commonly performed on aerobically grown bacteria, it can be speculated that most of the observed results are indeed attributable to ions originating form the nanoparticles dissolution rather than to a direct action of pristine nanoparticles.
Along with oxidation, another source of Ag + ions in nanoparticulate systems is the release of chemisorbed ions at the surface of the particles [54] . If a relatively mild reducing agent (such as sodium citrate) is used for the reduction, a proportion of the original silver salt will remain in its oxidized state. This ions will remain free in solution, or be bound to the surface of the Ag 0 nanoparticles, for instance through a pending group of the citrate ligands [55] . While Ag 0 oxidative dissolution is the predominant way to release Ag + in solution, chemisorbed ions release can also contribute to the antibacterial effect, even in absence of an oxidizer. This effect is further increased as the nanoparticle size decreases, as they present more surface and hence potentially higher quantities of chemisorbed Ag + . Considering a density of 1 Ag + /nm, a geometrical calculation indicates that 5 nm diameter nanoparticles can adsorb about 20 g of Ag + per 1 mg of Ag 0 .
Another aspect that would associate the Ag NPs action to a release of Ag + ions is the fact that some anions in solution decrease strongly the antibacterial activity [56] . Ag + is a cation that forms very poorly soluble precipitates when in presence of most anions of environmental or biological significance (with the exceptions of fairly soluble AgNO 3 and AgF). For instance, solubility of silver (+1) sulfide (Ag 2 S) is 140 g/L, silver (+1) chloride (AgCl) is 1.9 mg/L and silver (+1) phosphate (Ag 3 PO 4 ) is 6.5 mg/L. The toxicity reduction has thus been associated to the formation of an insoluble precipitate that scavenges most of the Ag + ions from the solution and hence lowers their availability and action. Presence of sulfides is one of the most notable cases, due to the very low solubility of Ag 2 S. Several studies showed that presence of traces of this ion almost suppressed the biocidal activity of silver containing-systems, as seen in Fig. 2A [57] [58] [59] . Furthermore, both Reinsch et al. [58] and Levard et al. [59] showed an inhibition of the effect for S 2− /Ag molar ratio below 0.5 (which corresponds to the stoichiometric conditions). This was explained by the formation of an insoluble Ag 2 S layer around the Ag NPs, preventing further dissolution and hence activity. The dissolution phenomenon has thus to be related to a passivation by a silver salt layer around the nanoparticles, as will be discussed further. Chloride is another anion that is very prevalent both in [60, 61] . As these species are negatively charged, it is however possible that their activity toward the cells, and notably their capability to be internalized, is different. Chloride anions have also an influence on the fate of the NPs, through passivation and aggregation promotion, and can thus lead to a more complex behavior. These effects will be discussed further in this article.
Finally, the requirement of the Ag NPs to dissolve and to release Ag + ions can contribute explaining the size and shape dependency of the nanoparticle action [62] . Most studies show indeed a size dependency of the antimicrobial activity of (quasi-spherical) nanoparticles, the smaller being the more active [63] . In these cases, the improved activity stems from an easier dissolution. As the surface per unit of mass scales like 1/R (the number of particles scales like 1/R 3 and the surface like R 2 , with R the radius), it results that smaller NPs exhibit more active surface and are thus more prone to dissolution. For similar reasons, aggregated NPs expose less surface to the solvent than separated NPs, and thus possess a lower antibacterial impact [64] . While size of the NPs is a crucial parameter to determine their proper activity per unit of mass (or mole), it has been recently demonstrated by Liu et al. [65] that the released Ag + scaled well if the sample were normalized by their exposed surface. Afterwards, Xiu et al. [21] showed in 2012 that the significant parameters to evaluate the activity of silver nanoparticles were the silver released as Ag + and not the amount of elemental silver introduced as nanoparticle (Fig. 3) .
A shape dependency of the antimicrobial effect has also been observed. Nanoprisms and to a lower extent nanorods present more activity than nanosphere [62, 66] due to a higher exposure of [111] facets [67] . This has been attributed to an easier dissolution of [111] facets of silver, leading to a faster Ag + release and thus a higher activity for nanoparticles that exhibit more of these facets. The exact reason why Ag [111] facets are easier to dissolve remains to be investigated, but this effect could be due to differences in the solvation and arrangement of the ligands on this type of facets, or to an instability of Ag 2 O layer on Ag [111] , with the preferential formation of suboxides layer [68] .
Role of the nanoparticulate objects
Although action of Ag + appears to be a very plausible mechanism for silver nanosystems antimicrobial activity, the presence of nanoparticles could also provide some advantages and improve the potency of the system. The first advantage is that Ag NPs could act as silver ions reservoir, and provide continuously a high enough concentration of silver antibacterial species in their surroundings to maintain an activity for several days. While this effect is not relevant in most in vitro tests performed in closed conditions, it could be very useful in real application conditions, were fluid circulation could wash away active species as they are released. Furthermore, one nanoparticle immobilized close to a bacterium (or even internalized) is able to release several tens of thousands of silver atoms in its vicinity, producing a locally high concentration of antibacterial ions (Trojan horse effect) [69] .
This aspect is enhanced by the capability the nanoparticles possess to adsorb at the membrane of the bacteria, as observed by Sondi et al. in 2004 (Fig. 4A) [12] . Recently, Ivask et al. [70] used Atomic Force Microscopy to detect Ag NPs at bacterial surface. They showed that positively charged branched polyethylenimine-coated (BPEI) nanoparticles had a much higher affinity toward negatively charged bacteria than commonly used citrate coated (Fig. 4B) , and thus presented a higher toxicity (a similar trend in toxicity was shown earlier by El Badawy et al. [71] ). However, an active role of this ligand bearing multiple amine groups on the improved antibacterial effect cannot be excluded. More generally, affinity of NPs for the surface of the cell depends on the -potential of the NPs (which depends on the ionic strength of the solution) and also on the exact nature of the cell envelope, including eventual presence of extracellular polymers. A comparison between different works to evaluate the real influence of the NPs-cell interaction can be difficult. It is also noteworthy to add that in the seminal work of Sondi et al., the ligand used to stabilize the nanoparticles was a poly-naphthalene sulfonate negatively charged [12] . Since bacterial membranes are themselves negatively charged, this indicates that a ligand exchange step can be involved prior or during the cell-NP interaction.
Finally, some aspects that can influence the antibacterial activity of silver nanosystems are attributable to other constituents of the system, and not to the presence of silver. For instance, nanoparticles can be prepared using ligands or compounds that possess themselves an antibacterial activity (chitosan [72] , surfactants [73] , etc.). The antibacterial effect is then at least partly attributable to this extra component. A synergistic effect between silver and another antibacterial agent can also happen, leading to antibacterial effects at concentrations below which none of the systems would be active if taken independently [74, 75] . An antibacterial effect can also be due to the physical impact nanoparticles have on the cells (microabrasion, surface rigidification, bacterial flocculation) [76] . These effects do not rely on the chemical nature, and are thus expected to be of lower magnitude, on par with unreactive nanoparticulate systems (nanodiamonds, SiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 ) [77] [78] [79] .
Factors involved in the control of the activity
Although they possess a very high activity as antimicrobials, Ag NPs are complex systems. Their activity is indeed dependent on several processes, each one having an influence on the other [26] . To model an antibacterial system's activity, one has to take into account the nanoparticles transport to the bacteria, their dissolution and the speciation of silver in the surrounding environment or in the intracellular medium. For each application, the nanoparticulate system will have to be tuned properly, in order to take into account its specificities:
• Microbial strains relevant to the system, presence of eventual biofilms.
• Amount of oxidizer: Oxic, anoxic or microxic conditions.
• Composition of the medium, salinity, presence of other ligands.
• Effluent circulation: Closed system, permanent circulation or periodic renewing of the outer medium.
• Physical properties: Temperature, Convection or passive diffusive transport.
• Presence of light that can cause photoreduction of Ag (+1) species.
• Other parameters to consider: Innocuity for the patient or the environment, production cost, shelf-stability of the system.
The point of this section is not to dress a list of the various conditions of application that exist for Ag NPs. Readers could refer to very complete reviews to have an overview of this field of application. Instead, we will establish a list of pertinent phenomena that have to be considered when designing a system. The reader may then apply the general advices given and adapt them to his specific requirements.
In order to develop an efficient antibacterial system, one wants it to eradicate the most bacteria, with the minimal amount of silver, while having an activity over the longest period of time. That involves releasing the ions progressively, in order to keep a low but sufficient Ag + concentration in the system. This concentration at the vicinity of the bacteria can be adjusted along three axes. (i) The first one, and most straightforward, consists simply in increasing the amount of silver used. However, given the cost of this metal, and the potential health or environmental hazards that could arise from excessive consumption of silver [42] , it is preferable to focus on improving the system following the other axes. (ii) The second lever of control consists in improving the availability of the silver antibacterial species, by tuning the dissolution of the NPs. This aspect involves a control of the Ag NPs size, shape and coating [65] . It is also preferable to avoid surface passivation, formation of insoluble precipitates or aggregation of the NPs. Different aspects affecting these kinetics will be discussed in this section. (iii) The third axis involves the increase of affinity of NPs or soluble Ag + species toward the bacteria to increase locally their concentration. This can be done by control of the surface chemistry of the NPs to match the properties of the bacterial system.
One first aspect to take into account when studying nanoparticles activity is the nature of the actual objects that are present in the system. In the case of nanosilver, dissolution of initial nanoparticles to form new ones and shape-conversion are phenomena to be considered as they modify the nanoparticles distribution and hence their potential activity. Ag NPs shape-conversion was first observed by Jin et al. in 2001 [80] . In this study, silver nanospheres were converted within 70 h of illumination into triangular nanoplates that exhibited parallel [111] crystalline facets. The mechanism of this conversion has been described by Xue et al. [81] and involves an oxidative dissolution of Ag NPs, followed by a reduction of Ag + at the surface of Ag NPs seeds. Photothermal effects due to the plasmon excitation contributes to the preferential attachment of Ag species on the edges of the prisms and thus to their in-plane growth [82] . This mechanism involves soluble silver species and thus explains the variability in presence of bases [83] or chlorides [84] . In some cases, nucleation can happen instead of growth on pre-existing seeds, leading to the formation of new nanoparticles. As such, Glover et al. observed the progressive formation of small Ag NPs (diameter: 5-10 nm) around bigger (75 nm) ones deposited on amine-treated glass [85] . Most notably, this study showed also that the surface of macroscopic silver object (such as cutlery or jewellery) could also dissolve and lead to the formation of nanoparticle, contributing to their antibacterial action. Dissolution/reformation of Ag NPs was also observed in presence of humic acid, and may be a phenomenon relevant in environmental conditions [86, 87] .
As mentioned in section ''Role of Ag + species'', the mode of action of silver-containing disinfection systems involves very probably their dissolution and the release of Ag + ions. Tuning the physical parameters (size, shape and exposed facets) during the preparation of nanoparticles is the primary way to control this dissolution kinetics. In the case of quasi-spherical nanoparticles, the nanoparticles dissolution behavior will be affected by the nanoparticle radius in several ways, either related to thermodynamic or kinetic considerations.
The first aspect is of thermodynamic nature, and relates the solubility to the radius of nanoparticles. Indeed, as its radius decreases, the curvature of a particle increases, which increases its surface tension. It results that nanoparticulate systems have a higher Gibbs energy than systems constituted of the same mass of bulk material. Thus, when in equilibrium with a solvent, the amount of dissolved species has to be higher to compensate this destabilization, resulting in a higher solubility of the material. This phenomenon is described by the Ostwald-Freundlich Eq. (1) [88] .
with s the solubility of Ag(0) in the NPs, s 0 the solubility of Ag(0) in the bulk phase (i.e. with a flat surface), the surface tension of the NPs material, V atom the volume occupied by an atom (or one dissolving entity in general), k B the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and R the radius of the nanoparticles. R c = (2 V atom )/(k B TR) is a critical radius obtained by identifying the terms in the exponential. Its validity has been attested experimentally by several studies, using nanoparticles of organic or inorganic nature [89, 90] and demonstrated recently by Ma et al. for Ag NPs [91] . It is however worth mentioning that solubility is a thermodynamical aspect that describes systems at the equilibrium. Thus, while it describes what quantity will be released by nanoparticles, this does not describes how fast silver ions will be released before reaching this equilibrium.
The size of nanoparticles will also have an influence on kinetic aspect, and notably on their dissolution rate. For a given mass of material, well-dispersed nanoparticles will indeed have a higher surface of contact with the surrounding medium. As dissolution rate scales with the surface, it results that finely divided material will dissolve faster than a coarser system would. However, it has also to be remembered that as nanoparticles dissolution is happening, their sizes (and thus their exposed surfaces) decrease. Under the reasonable assumption that the reaction speed is proportional to the exposed surface, and that dissolution is the limiting reaction step, calculations indicates that the NPs are etched at a constant rate, their radius decreasing linearly toward time, as demonstrated for instance by Rimer et al. [92] . Integration of these values indicates that the concentration of released Ag + follow a polynomial law of the third order, as observed by Espinoza et al. [93] . Other reaction, such as passivation or reprecipitation, could lead to a different reaction law. Furthermore, as the particle dissolves, its surface tension increases, leading to a less stable system, and transition states of higher energy. Factoring this effect lead to a non-analytically solvable system. Once again, it has to be remembered that these considerations were related to the ideal system of the spherical liquid drop model for nanoparticles. While it has been shown to be a good approximation of the behaviors, this model bears some limitations. First, the ligand shell around the nanoparticles may modify the surface tension of the system and thus apparent solubility. Furthermore, actual metal nanoparticles (even quasi-spherical ones) will usually exhibit crystal facets, with different surface energies and ligand stability. Finally, as the radius decreases, the nanoparticulate system becomes constituted of a relatively low number of atoms, and will behave as a molecular species with well-defined (and finite) energy levels [94] while the model erroneously predicts an almost infinite surface tension.
While some antimicrobial systems, such as Ag-loaded zeolite, polyelectrolyte and salt nanoparticles are built around Ag (+1) species and can release them as such, it is not the case of silver nanoparticles, where most of the silver is in its metallic Ag (0) state. In that case, the release of Ag + requires a preliminary oxidation step, and dissolved atmospheric dioxygen acts as the oxidizer in most systems. This phenomenon was studied extensively by Ho et al. in 2011 [95] , showing that the reaction followed a first order in [Ag 0 ] and [O 2 ]. These order where found to be independent of the nanoparticle size (from 5 to 20 nm), while the apparent reaction constant k app increased with the diameter decrease, accounting for an easier dissolution of smaller nanoparticles. In addition, this study was performed using Tris-HOAc system as a buffer (Tris: tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane), and indicated an active role of this amine-bearing molecule in the dissolution, with formation of [Ag(Tris) 2 ] + complex. The reaction speed increased exponentially with the pH (ranging from 7.5 to 8.5), then reached a plateau for pH above 9 (Fig. 5A ). This value of transition is incidentally slightly higher than the pKa of Tris (8.07 at 25
• C). This could indicate that the amine form of Tris is acting for the dissolution of the Ag NPs, while its ammonium form plays no role. This result can be put in relationship with the increased solubility (and thus antibacterial activity) of Ag NPs in presence of ammonia [96] . Alternatively, Liu et al. and Peretyazhko et al. showed the inverse trend, with an increasing solubility with the decreasing pH (range 4-9) in a buffer that did not contain amines (Fig. 5B) [97, 98] .
The oxidative dissolution process of Ag NPs is thus likely to involves reaction of O 2 at the Ag surface, followed by the formation of a layer of AgO x (OH) y (the exact nature of the oxide layer could differ from the common bulk Ag 2 O due to size effects, ligand influence and epitaxial constraints) [68] . According to Sotiriou et al. [101] , this oxide layer comprises only between one and two atomic layers of Ag atoms, while the core is still constituted of metallic silver. This layer passivates the surface, and needs to be dissolved in order to allow further oxidation of Ag 0 core. As such, a slightly acidic pH will increase the solubility of the oxide layer and allow a faster Ag + release (and hence a higher antibacterial activity). Alternatively, other additives can contribute to the formation of soluble silver (+1) species, and thus to the dissolution of the passivation layer. As mentioned before, ammonia and molecules bearing primary or secondary amines can contribute to the oxide layer dissolution if they are in their deprotonated form, but not if they are protonated. Ag NPs dissolution rate in presence of such amines will thus be very sensitive to the pH for values close to their pKa, with a sigmoidal shape that can be related to the fraction of amine that is deprotonated [95] .
The role of organic thiols (and among them cysteine and glutathione) in the dissolution of Ag NPs is complex, with different regimes depending on the concentration. These species are particularly noticeable, as they will bind strongly to the surface of Ag 0 NPs. This bond is very stable, and thiols are one of the few species susceptible to displace a significant amount of other thiols or sulfide ions from a Ag 2 S surface. If the thiol concentration is too low, a thiolate ligand shell forms around the nanoparticle and protects it from further oxidation, as does sulfide [65] . This passivation will reduce considerably the antibacterial effect of the silver nanoparticles. However, if the thiol groups provide a sufficient solubility, silver can quantitatively be converted into soluble silver thiolates. As such, the Ag NP surface is not passivated anymore, but can release Ag (+1) species. These soluble species can then diffuse toward the target cells, where further thiol-exchange with bio-molecules can lead to their anti-microbial action. In 2013, Gondikas et al. [100] showed that a high concentration of cysteine (50 molar equivalent toward Ag) lead to a high dissolution rate of Ag NPs compared to a system without thiols (Fig. 5D) . It is important to mention that this mechanism needs the participation of a soluble silver thiolate complex; in the opposite case, the thiol ligands will form a passivating layer. Solubility can be dependent of the pH that will affect the protonation state. Notably, in the case of bound cysteine (where the thiol-thiolate group is not involved in the protonation state), the pH has to be chosen so that the system is not zwitterionic (and thus neutral) to have an increased solubility. This effect can explain the difference in the dissolution of cysteine-coated Ag NPs [65, 100, 102, 103] , as they are performed at different pH. A study of the impact of soluble thiols on the dissolution of NPs, and notably in substoichiometric conditions, remains to our knowledge still to be done.
While a silver oxide layer is the compound that forms primarily during silver oxidation, oxides anions can be displaced in presence of other anions having a higher affinity for silver. This process results in the formation of a layer of another material around the Ag NPs, which will bring a different reactivity. This can result in a stronger passivation, or in a decreased colloidal stability, and impact thus strongly their antibacterial action. Sulfides are particularly notorious, as they are is present in environmental waters and possess a very high affinity for Ag (+1) to form an almost insoluble (140 g/L) layer of Ag 2 S. This results in a dramatic diminution of the silver (Ag + ions or NPs) antibacterial action in presence of sulfide. Levard et al. showed for instance that when Ag Nps and Na 2 S were mixed, a S/Ag ratio of 0.019 reduced the amount of Ag + released by one order of magnitude. Ag NPs dissolution was suppressed at a ratio of 0.432 (0.5 being the stoichiometric conditions) (Fig. 5D) [99] .
Halides are another category of anions that will interfere with the passivation layer, while being commonly found in pertinent dissolution media (Fig. 6) [93] . In this case also, one has to take into account the very low solubility of AgCl (1.9 mg/L), AgBr (140 g/L) and AgI (2.6 g/L) (fluoride ions induce a completely different behavior, as AgF is very soluble in water). As such, precipitation of the silver salt at the surface of the Ag NPs or in solution is a phenomenon that has to be taken into account, as well as the potential passivation it involves. By forming silver halide layers around nanoparticles, these anions are also involved in the aggregation phenomenon. However, in the case of chloride, the situation is made different by the existence of silver polychloride complexes [ can form if the concentration in chloride is sufficient. These species are soluble in water, and can provide an antibacterial action. As such, Levard et al. [60] showed in 2013 that silver nanoparticles possessed almost no antibacterial effect if the medium contained 0.01 mol/L of chloride, while their efficiency was as good as the one in deionized water if the concentration was 0.5 mol/L (Fig. 5E ). This result indicates also that although silver (+1) polychloride complex have an opposite charge of Ag + , both species can disrupt bacterial activity. Silver bromide can also constitute a passivation layer around nanoparticles, although it has been observed to be less impermeable than the AgCl [93] . Due to its very low solubility, AgBr-polymer composites can be used in systems that require activity over a very long time, such as antifouling. Noticeably, the polymer itself can play a role beyond providing only mechanical stability, and contribute to the dissolution of AgBr, as was observed by Sanbhy et al. with poly-vinylpyridine [36] . Finally, Silver iodide forms also a very insoluble precipitate that scavenges most of the soluble silver species. Interestingly, due to epitaxial mismatch of the hexagonal wurtzite-type AgI and face-centered cubic Ag, AgI appeared to be not as passivating as were AgCl and AgBr [93] .
Along with passivation, aggregation is the other phenomenon that can hinder the activity of antibacterial systems. Aggregates results of the fusing of several nanoparticles, leading to bigger objects that expose less surface (and thus have a lower activity), and that can even be too heavy to be stable as colloids, resulting in a precipitate. The general mechanism of colloidal stability is rather well described by the DLVO theory [104] , which states that nanoparticles tends to aggregate due to Van der Walls interaction, unless a layer of ligands create a repulsive potential to counter the attractive one. This repulsion can be of steric nature (coating with polymers, such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or uncharged molecules) or of electrostatic natures (coating with charged ligands, such as citrate). One direct consequence is that an increase in the ionic strength of the solution will screen the electrostatic repulsive potential, and lead to the aggregation of the nanoparticles. In a recent study, He et al. [105] considered the ionic strength increase as a parameter that would influence the shape (and fractal dimension) of Ag NPs aggregates. At low ionic strength, a Reaction Limited Cluster Aggregation (RLCA) led to compact aggregates that dissolve slowly, while at higher ionic strength, Diffusion Limited Cluster Aggregation (DLCA) led to more open aggregates and thus to a higher dissolution rate. However, it has to be mentioned that in this study, ionic strength was controlled by adding NaCl, and thus, the soluble polychloride species could play a role in the enhanced dissolution, as mentioned earlier.
Due to their chemical nature, Ag NPs can endure other phenomena that will contribute to cause their aggregation. Noticeably, Ag NPs are often prepared using citrate or PVP ligands that are not strongly bond to the silver surface and can easily be displaced by either molecular (amines, phosphines, thiols, . . .) or anionic ligands (oxides, halides, sulfides, . . .). These ligands usually provide less colloidal stability and thus lead to the aggregation of the NPs. In the case of ionic ligands, the oxidative dissolution of the nanoparticles leads to the formation of layer of the corresponding silver salt. Layers around two particles have the possibility to fuse, leading to an insoluble bridge between them, and actively contributing to the formation of aggregates, as observed with sulfide [99] and chloride [106] . Divalent cations (Ca 2+ , Mg 2+ ) have also been observed to cause aggregation of citrate-coated Ag NPs [107] . This effect originates from the formation of a stable citrate-cation chelate complex, removing the stabilizing ligands around the nanoparticle and resulting thus in their aggregation [108] .
Activity of Ag NPs can thus be modified by several parameters, either inherent to the nanoparticles (size, shape, coating), or attributable to the medium (presence of light, oxidative species, presence of other potential ligands for silver, ionic strength). These parameters will have an influence on several phenomena that can contribute to the increase or the decrease of the antibacterial activity, along complex pathways, summarized in Fig. 7 . Among them, one can cite ligand replacement, oxidative dissolution, Ag + reduction (chemical or photoinduced), Ag surface passivation, puncturation of the passivation layer, silver speciation and aggregation of the nanoparticles. Furthermore, some chemical species can have an influence on several of these phenomena, such as chloride, which can cause either slower or faster corrosion, depending on its concentration, and aggregation. For these reasons, studies should be performed in controlled conditions to avoid unexpected evolution of the system. As such, Ag NPs should be stored in the dark, in absence of oxygen (selected suspension should be stable for several months in these conditions). Ag NPs evolution should be monitored in controlled conditions, in the dark (except for temporary optical measurements), at controlled Ag concentration, and using reagents that should not have side effects. Most particularly, unless the role of this anion is specifically studied, chloride-containing compound such as NaCl or CaCl 2 , should never be used and be replaced if possible by their nitrate or sulfate. Buffering of the solution should if possible be performed in absence of phosphate, carbonate or primary/secondary amine-bearing molecules (Tris, Tricine, TAPS, . . .), which interferes with the solubility of Ag (+1) species.
Fig. 7
Visual summary of several phenomena affecting Ag NPs dissolution. This scheme structure has been inspired by [65] .
As we saw, the exact nature of all interactions that Ag NPs have with the surrounding medium is difficult to pinpoints, even in simplified and controlled laboratory conditions. They are consequently much more difficult to clearly assess in real application conditions (either environmental or biological), where the species that can interact with the nanoparticles have a much higher variety and complexity, and where physical conditions such as oximetry, ionic strength or luminosity are not controlled and can vary in different points of the studied system. We will hereby describe briefly some of the phenomena that can occur at the surface of Ag NPs in biologically or environmentally pertinent systems.
Fate of silver nanoparticles in the environment
With the increasing use of silver-containing disinfection systems rises the concerns of their ecological impact. Silver nanoparticles attached to objects (for instance antibacterial socks) have been shown to be readily released upon washing [109] [110] [111] . Once released in the environment, silver may present adverse effect to several categories of organisms, including bacteria, algae, protists, invertebrates and vertebrates [112] . Water filtering animals seem to be especially sensitive to the presence of nanoparticles, due to the high amount of water circulating through gills [113] [114] [115] . Presence of silver nanoparticles is also a concern in wastewater treatment, as their antibacterial activity may render the biological degradation process inefficient [116] . It is thus essential to understand clearly the different mechanisms that can be involved in the fate of Ag NPs in the environment, in order to establish a regulation to minimize their environmental impact [117] , and to design processes that could be used for the depollution of heavily contaminated effluents [118] . Notably, research is still ongoing to determine whether Ag NPs have a significant impact when they reach wastewater treatment plants [119] [120] [121] , or if chemical changes (and notably sulfidation) [122, 123] inactivate them.
Overall, all the aspect described in sections ''Mechanism of action'' and ''Factors involved in the control of the activity'' observed in controlled laboratory conditions will still be pertinent in environmental conditions. Oxidative dissolution by dissolved dioxygen will thus still be a major mechanism of silver depletion. Interactions with other species, such as chlorides or sulfides, will once again be a fundamental aspect of the nanoparticles fate. Ion content (notably salinity and hardness), temperature, flow rate and oxygenation of the water are all pertinent parameters to consider when evaluating the fate of nanoparticles.
However, environmental systems present some specificities that will have an influence on the fate of nanoparticulates systems: (i) The presence of dissolved organic matter, constituted of a large variety of molecules and moieties that are not always well-defined, and that can alter the surface chemistry of nanoparticles [124] [125] [126] . (ii) Physical and chemical properties can show spatial and temporal disparities in different points of the studied system. For instance, a transition from river to seawater will impact strongly the colloidal and chemical stability of Ag NPs [127] . In addition, seasonal variations can cause temperature shift, and oxygen profile in freshwater can vary temporally and spatially [128] . (iii) Environmental systems contain living organisms that can play a role in the distribution and speciation of silver species [87, 112] . As such, beyond physical chemistry, a study of the fate of Ag NPs in environmental conditions requires to consider several aspects related to other disciplines, such as hydrology and organisms biology. Furthermore, each environmental domain has its specificities, and thus drawing a general scheme may appear reductive in many occasions. As such, establishing a summary of every study done in environmental conditions would fall well beyond the point of this review. We will focus on describing some parameters that present pertinence in term of surface chemistry.
One major difference between a controlled laboratory system and actual environmental conditions is the knowledge of the chemical species in presence. As such, in addition to common ions, natural waters contains a significant quantity of dissolved organic matter (DOM), which includes low to medium molecular weight species as well as macromolecules. This DOM is constituted mostly of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbon structure that exhibit amide, carboxyl, hydroxyl, ketones and various minor functions [129] . In an optic of standardization, most studies internationally are performed using DOM (or purified humic acid or fulvic acid fractions) obtained from the Suwannee River [130] [131] [132] . These fractions have been shown to adsorb at the surface of nanoparticles, causing their aggregation [130, 133] and limiting their Ag + release [97] . Humic acid has also the capability to immobilize Ag + ions and is a mild reducer, leading to the formation of new Ag NPs after dissolution of the original ones [134] [135] [136] , with influences on the Ag + release dynamics. Additionally, DOM can immobilize other species, such as divalent cations [137] . These species are then less available to contribute to the Ag NPs destabilization, increasing indirectly their stability.
Along with inert DOM, Ag species can interact with living organisms. Beyond the adverse effects this could have for the organisms, it impacts the speciation or distribution of silver in the environment in complex ways, and notably as silver species can enter the trophic chains and be spread among a wide variety of organisms [87] . In particular, most micro-organisms (bacteria, micro-algae and fungi) produce extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) [138] . Ag NPs and Ag + species can be immobilized by these EPS. This contributes to a decrease in the cytotoxicity of metallic ions as they diffuse slowly and progressively toward the cell [139] . Once in the cell, silver species can be further reduced by intracellular metabolites, eliminating the cytotoxicity of the ions while leading to the formation of new silver nanoparticles [140, 141] .
Interaction with a bacterial culture
In a similar fashion to environmental media, the surface of nanoparticles can interact with the various constituents of biological incubation media (which have usually an even higher diversity and abundance). This leads to the formation of a protein corona; a layer of adsorbed macromolecules at the surface of nanoparticles [142, 143] . This layer is of complex [144] and dynamic nature [145, 146] , and depends of the composition of the medium as well as the surface properties of the nanoparticles [147] [148] [149] [150] . By modifying the surface of nanoparticles, the corona shell can change the interactions they have with cells as well as physical and chemical properties of the systems [146, [151] [152] [153] . In the specific case of Ag NPs, formation of a corona has been shown to increase their colloidal stability in presence of salts [154] and their resistance toward acidic dissolution [155, 156] . In 2013, Gnanadhas et al. showed that the presence of proteins in the incubation medium led to a lower antibacterial activity of silver nanoparticles [157] . This study involved blood and serum components, as well as the commonly used Lysogeny Broth (LB), while an activity was kept in minimal medium M9.
One other characteristic of bacterial systems, and one major aspect of their virulence, is their ability to form biofilms [158] . Biofilms are constituted by a community of bacteria that adheres to surfaces through the production of EPS. These structures play a significant role in the resistance of bacterial communities to common antimicrobials (disinfectants, antibiotics, antibodies, . . .), by physically protecting the cells at its basis with several layers of bacteria [159, 160] . In order to be efficient, antibacterial systems thus need to diffuse freely along the biofilm thickness. In the case of metal ions, interaction with functional groups of the EPS matrix, such as amine, thiols or carboxylate, can lead to their immobilization. Mass transfer in the biofilm exhibits thus a non-linear behavior [161] . Mass transfer in the external layers of the biofilm will be slow until most external binding sites are saturated. Afterwards, ions can diffuse progressively toward inner layers [162] . This has for effect to protect the bacteria in the innermost part of the biofilm, as long as an antibacterial threshold concentration is not reached.
In contrast, Ag NPs diffusion is only slightly decreased within biofilms, as far as it can circulate through the meshes of the EPS network. For instance, Peulen et al. [163] determined that the diffusion coefficient in a biofilm remained at 86% of its value in water of 2 nm negatively charged Ag NPs. The minor decrease was explained by the tortuosity of the medium. The higher activity of nanoparticles can be explained by a lower immobilization (averaged by the number of atoms) of Ag NPs compared Ag + ions. Surface charge of the nanoparticle and electrostatic interactions were observed to have a negligible role on the NPs diffusion in biofilm, with no retention observed [164] . One condition is however that the NPs diameters are small enough not to be excluded by the EPS network meshes.
As such, while Ag NPs antibacterial action on planktonic cells can be mostly related to their dissolution and effective Ag + , disinfection of biofilm may be a domain where nanoparticles bring a significant advantage. Choi et al. determined that 20 nm Ag NPs could penetrate a 40 m E. coli biofilm within 1 h [165] . Each Ag NPs diffusing toward the inner part of the biofilm can then dissolve and release several thousands of Ag + atoms, leading to a high activity of the systems against the bacteria in the lower layers of the biofilm [166] . However, this effect was reduced when particles with a low colloidal stability (and thus prone to aggregation) were used, indicating the outermost importance of the Ag NPs surface functionalization for this application.
Conclusion
Reactions happening at the surface of Ag NPs are a crucial element to explain their behavior, fate and action, and hence their antibacterial activity. Phenomena that can happen are an oxidative dissolution, formation of a passivating layer, puncturation of this layer by other chemical species, redeposition of silver and formation of bridging material between particles, that leads to their aggregation. In view of the recent literature, there is a strong set of clues indicating the role of Ag (+1) species as the principal actors to explain Ag 0 NPs antimicrobial effects. Oxidation of the metallic silver core would thus be an essential step of their action mechanism. In conditions allowing their oxidative dissolution, Ag 0 NPs can thus be related to other Ag + -releasing systems, such as salts, zeolites and polymers. This mechanism of Ag + release by NPs explains several aspects of their antimicrobial action. Notably, Ag 0 NPs showed to be inactive when washed from residual Ag + and put in inert atmosphere where no further oxidation can occur. Furthermore, although the primary compound is different, Ag 0 -based or Ag + release systems possess similar metabolic action. Antibacterial activity is also very sensitive to species that interact with Ag + and form insoluble materials, such as sulfide or chlorides.
In systems where an oxidizer (in most case atmospheric O 2 ) is readily accessible, Ag NPs will thus be the best antibacterial silver source, being almost exclusively constituted of this metal. In addition, although not being the active species, Ag 0 NPs can bring other advantages, notably by being objects that diffuse as one entity containing several thousands of Ag atoms. Another advantage is that they can adsorb on the bacterial membrane, to deliver locally high quantity of antimicrobial agent.
While each system has its own specificities in terms of composition and targeted organisms, they will all be driven by the chemistry of the Ag/Ag + species. It is thus very useful to understand deeply the phenomena involved by studying model systems with controlled conditions, before transposing this knowledge to applied cases.
Ag NPs action is highly dependent of their surface reactivity. Smaller nanoparticles, having a higher specific surface, would thus exhibit a higher dissolution rate. It is then of high importance to avoid aggregation of the nanoparticles, as this phenomenon lowers the effective specific surface, and can lead to sedimentation. Formation of a passivation layer is a crucial point in their dissolution kinetics, and small amount of passivating species can be sufficient to stop their dissolution and thus their antibacterial activity. One notable example is O 2 that forms a silver oxide layer at the Ag NPs surface. This oxidation is essential for the release of Ag (+1) species. In mildly acidic conditions (pH < 5.5), this oxide is fairly soluble, but not in neutral and alkaline media, where it will slow down oxidation.
Beyond these physical aspects, Ag NPs action can also be modulated by chemical species. One specificity of silver chemistry is its very high affinity for several compounds frequently found in natural media (either environmental or biological). This includes anions (sulfide, halides, phosphates, . . .) and organic molecules (amines and thiols mainly). Divalent cations (Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ ) can also cause Ag NPs aggregation, most likely by causing a displacement of their citrate ligand shell. As a consequence, physical chemistry studies around Ag NPs should be realized in absence of these interfering compounds (unless their effect is directly studied). Care should also be taken to control the oxygenation level of the solutions, as well as the illumination. For instance, chloride salts should be replaced by their nitrate (or another anion) counterparts to avoid AgCl x (x−1)− formation. Buffered solution should not be prepared with molecules that bear primary or secondary amines (such as Tris, TAPS and Tricine), and the pH should not be adjusted with the addition of HCl. In the opposite case, interpretation of experimental results obtained in inadequate conditions can be very difficult, as several phenomena are to be taken into account. In the case the system's composition cannot be altered and has to contain compounds that will interfere with silver, researchers have to be aware of the possible interferences, and should wisely consider their influence before drawing conclusions.
